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bolder sounds celtic pipes is a collection of sounds inspired by the epic instrumentation of the irish band celtic thunder. the full collection includes 11 synthesised instruments including bagpipes, flutes, harp, concert flute, soprano and recorder. these sound great in any media. when used as orchestral instruments
they can be mixed to create a sense of scale and depth. good examples are the recording of hymns from the hildegard of bingen and the soundtrack to the 1987 film first knight. these sounds will add a layer of authenticity to any composition. you can switch on the included presets to get immediate inspiration.
the collection has been designed with the mod production in mind. each instrument has its own sound and is perfect for adding depth to an orchestra. you can also use them in an ambient track to create a sense of scale and depth. for example, for a track that is based around an arrangement of celtic instruments,
you can add the sounds of a celtic flute to add depth and movement. the instruments include: harp, concert flute, flute, recorder, soprano, bagpipes, concert pipe, concert flute. sound quality is taken very seriously. each instrument has been sampled as accurately as possible so you can really hear the difference.
each instrument has 5 files and 2 bpm versions so you can add them to your production with confidence. the sounds have been sampled at a high quality 44.1khz and 24-bit. this sample pack contains a mixture of the traditional instruments used by bagpipers in scotland. there are the chanter, flute, pipes and
whistles in this pack. some instruments are played with the left hand, some with the right, and others by both hands. all these samples are recorded in the best concert halls in the world, and were produced with the most up-to-date software, and sampled at 44.1 khz/24 bit resolution.
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